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Dynamics of supercooled ortho-terphenyl, salol, benzophenone, 2-biphenylmethanol, and
dibutylphthalate have been studied using optical heterodyne detected optical Kerr effect experiments
over a broad range of time,,1 ps to tens of ns. On time scales longer than those influenced by
intramolecular vibrational dynamics, ‘‘intermediate’’ power law decays with temperature
independent exponents close to21 have been observed from;2 ps to 1–10 ns in all five samples.
The intermediate power law decays occur over a wide range of temperatures from well above to
somewhat belowTc , the mode-coupling theory~MCT! critical temperature. The intermediate power
law corresponds to approximately a logarithmic decay of the polarizability–polarizability
~orientational! correlation function. The amplitude of the intermediate power law increases with
increasing temperature as@(T2Tc)/Tc#

1/2. The intermediate power law decay is followed by a
second longer time scale power law, and the final portion of the decay is exponential. As a
framework for discussion, the results are compared to the quantitative predictions of the MCT. The
observations are in contrast to the standard MCT for the longer time portions of the decays. The
observed intermediate power law decays may be consistent with MCT if the dynamics occur in the
part of the MCT parameter space near a high order singularity~end point case!. © 2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1536612#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The relaxation behavior of supercooled liquids and
nature of the glass transition have been intensely investig
in recent years using a variety of experimental techniqu1

but the physical nature of the dynamics of molecules in
percooled liquids are still poorly understood. In this pap
the results of optical heterodyne detected optical Kerr ef
~OHD-OKE! experiments on the supercooled liquids, be
zophenone~BZP!, and 2-biphenylmethanol~BPM! are pre-
sented, and the previously obtained OHD-OKE experime
results on ortho-terphenyl~OTP!,2 salol,3 and dibutylphtha-
late ~DBP! ~Ref. 4! are reanalyzed. The OHD-OKE exper
ment measures the time derivative of the polarizabilit
polarizability correlation function~orientational correlation
function!. The experiments were conducted over a bro
range of times~,ps to tens of ns!, and a wide range o
temperatures. The temperatures spanned went from
above the crystalline melting point to;Tc , the critical tem-
perature in mode coupling theory~MCT!. The data are ex-
cellent over the full range of times and temperatures perm
ting detailed examination of the functional forms of th
decays. On the shortest time scales,,100 fs to;1 ps, in-
tramolecular vibrations strongly affect the data with pr
nounced oscillatory features.2,3 For times longer than the in
tramolecular vibrational damping times,;2 ps, all five
supercooled liquids exhibit temperature independent po
law decays,t2p, from ;2 ps to 1–10 ns. The power law
exponents,2p, are close to21 in all five liquids. The results
a!On leave from Institute of Automation and Electrometry of the Russia
Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk, 630090.
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indicate that this intermediate time portion of the correlati
function decays as logt or close to it. The amplitude of in-
termediate power law increases with temperature
(T–Tc)

1/2.
The mathematical formalism of mode coupling theo

provides quantitative predictions that can be used to disc
the results of experiments. Some features of the experim
presented below and many other experimental observat
are reasonably well described by the two-step case of M
at temperatures well above the true glass transition temp
ture,Tg .5,6 In the MCT description, the time dependence
the density–density correlation function~and the orienta-
tional correlation function7–9! consists of a fast temperatur
independent decay~the critical decay or fastb-process! fol-
lowed by a ‘‘plateau,’’ which, in turn, eventually decays
zero through complete structural relaxation. The early ti
portion of the complete structural relaxation gives rise to
power law decay, the von Schweidler power law, follow
by an exponential or approximately exponential decay,
slow a process. As the temperature is lowered from hi
temperature, the relaxation time of thea process lengthens
dramatically, and, according to ideal MCT, it diverges atTc ,
at which all fluctuations are frozen. In the MCT formalism
this situation corresponds to theA2 type singularity, or fold
bifurcation of the MCT equations at critical values of th
control parameters, for example, the temperature or the p
ing fraction. TheA2 singularity is thought to be relevant i
most supercooled systems.5,6 The analyses of the minimum

of the susceptibility in dielectric relaxation, light scattering
and neutron scattering experiments, and computer simula-

n

0 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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ex-
tions seem to confirm this picture, although deviations u
ally occur at temperatures close toTc .10

Recently, it was shown that in some special systems
other MCT representation could describe the relaxation
namics. The ‘‘endpoint’’ scenario, which corresponds to
higher MCT singularityAn , n>3, leads to an approximatel
logarithmic decay of the correlation function. Systems w
interparticle potentials that can be represented by hard
repulsive and square well short range attractive parts are
pected to exhibit the logarithmic time dependent decay of
correlation function. Both analytical estimates and compu
simulations confirm that there is a significant time interv
over which this type of system exhibits a logt dependence o
the density correlation function.11–15 Such behavior was ob
served experimentally by photon-correlation spectroscop
colloids.16 In the frequency domain, the contribution to th
susceptibility has a 1/f noise like spectrum. If the explana
tion for the experimental data is found in MCT, as curren
understood, only unique conditions for the trajectory of t
system in the space of parameters of the mode coup
functional will give rise to the logt dependence; these shou
occur only in very special systems like colloids.

The experimental results presented below are discu
in the context of MCT and the possibility of higher ord
MCT singularities, which may describe the relaxation d
namics of supercooled liquids under more general circu
stances than has been appreciated. A MCT higher order
gularity gives rise to an approximately logt decay of the
correlation function, which will produce an OHD-OKE
power law signal decay with exponent;21, with amplitude
increasing with temperature as (T2Tc)

1/2, which is consis-
tent with observation. However, low molecular weight sup
cooled liquids are not described by the particular nature
the interactions that can give rise to the higher order sin
larity responsible for the logt decay. A possible explanatio
for the apparent universal manifestation of a MCT high
order singularity is discussed. However, it is not clear t
the refined data presented here are in complete accord
MCT. They do not fit the commonly used form of MCT (A2

singularity!, and the suggestion of the general applicabil
of a higher order singularity will have to be born out b
formal theoretical analysis.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The optical heterodyne detected optical Kerr effe
~OHD-OKE! experiment, a nonresonant pump–pro
technique,17,18 measures the time derivative of th
polarizability–polarizability correlation function~orienta-
tional correlation function!.19,20 The pump pulse induces a
optical anisotropy. The induced optical anisotropy decays
cause of orientational relaxation. The decay is measured
a time delayed probe pulse. The Fourier transform of
OHD-OKE signal is directly related to data obtained fro
depolarized light scattering,21,22 but the time domain OHD-
OKE experiment can provide better signal to noise rat
over a broader range of times for experiments conducted
very fast to moderate time scales.

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 6, 8 February 2003
When sufficiently short excitation pulses are used~<70
fs!, the correspondingly large bandwidth excites an orienta
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tionally anisotropic distribution of librations via stimulate
Raman scattering. The damping of the optically excited
brations leaves behind a residual molecular orientatio
alignment. When the excitation pulses are longer, the co
sponding bandwidth is insufficiently broad to drive libr
tional motions by stimulated Raman scattering. Rather, thE
field associated with longer pulses exerts a torque on m
ecules with a polarizability anisotropy, which results in
molecular orientational anisotropy along the direction of t
appliedE field. In either case, the resulting orientational a
isotropy gives rise to an optical birefringence in the samp
which is monitored by the probe pulse. A pulsed probe be
in conjunction with two delay lines~0–600 ps and 0–30 ns!,
was used for monitoring decays up to 30 ns. For longer
cay times, following pulsed excitation, a CW probe bea
and a fast digitizer were employed to measure the decay

A homebuilt Ti:sapphire oscillator and regenerative a
plifier provided the pulses. The amplifier was pumped b
Q-switched, intracavity double Nd:YAG laser. The syste
produced 400mJ pulses~prior to compression! at a repetition
rate of 5 kHz, centered at 800 nm. An adjustable grat
compressor permitted pulse durations of,70 fs to 2 ps
~FWHM! to be obtained. The longer pulses are achieved
incomplete compression. In addition, bypassing the gra
compressor entirely yields pulses of;100 ps FWHM. The
partially compressed and uncompressed pulses are chir
The use of chirped pulses does not interfere with the prod
tion or detection of the optical Kerr effect because it is
nonresonant experiment. The shortest pulses were use
resolve the fastest time-scale data. Better signal to noise
tios were obtained at long times by using longer pulses w
greater average power. The CW probe was obtained fro
commercial diode laser, centered at 635 nm, with an ou
power of 15 mW.

In an optical Kerr experiment, the sample is placed b
tween crossed polarizers, and it is pumped with a polar
tion that is at 45° to the probe polarization. Optical hete
dyne detection17,18 employs a slightly rotated quarter wav
plate in the probe beam~pulsed or CW! following the first
polarizer, resulting in improved signal to noise ratios and
linear signal in the third-order dielectric susceptibility. Da
were collected over 4 distinct time ranges; 0–20 ps using
fs pulses and a 0.1mm stepper motor delay line; 3–600 p
using 1 ps pulses and a 0.1mm stepper motor delay line
0.1–30 ns using 100 ps pulses and a 30 ns delay line; an
to several hundred ns using 100 ps pump pulses, a
probe, and a fast digitizer. The significant overlap of ea
time range with the next longer range permitted the data
to be merged by multiplication of the data amplitude un
decays were coincident in the overlap region. Care was ta
to insure data overlap between differing time scales was
cellent.

Sample cuvettes~1 cm optical length! were cleaned on a
distillation apparatus to remove dust and other contamina
BZP and BPM were obtained from Aldrich and were purifi
by fractional vacuum distillation and sealed in the optic
cuvettes while still attached to distillation apparatus. The

2801Orientational correlation in supercooled liquids
-
perimental results for the other three liquids~OTP, salol, and
DBP! have been reported previously;2–4 the results for these

IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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samples will be reinterpreted here. Temperature control
obtained using a constant flow cryostat, with temperat
stability of 60.1 K.

III. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

MCT provides quantitative predictions for the dynami
of supercooled liquids, and it has been used to interpret m
experiments. Therefore, it will be used as a reference p
for comparison to the experimental data, and it is brie
outlined here. MCT states that the glass transition is a kin
phenomenon caused by a nonlinear feedback mechan
The theory starts from the generalized Langevin equatio5,6

] t
2fq~ t !1Vq

2fq~ t !1E
0

t

dtMq~ t2t!]tfq~t!50, ~1!

where thefq(t) are a set of density correlation functions
correlation functions of other physical variables~orientation!
that are coupled to the density, and theVq are characteristic
frequencies. MCT expands the kernelMq(t) into two parts,
Mq(t)5Mq

reg(t)1Vq
2mq(t), the regular partMq

reg(t) and the
mode coupling partmq(t). The mode coupling partmq(t) is
a functional of the correlation functionsfq(t): mq(t)
5Fq@V,$f%# that brings in the nonlinear feedback mech
nism. The functional depends smoothly on the control
rametersV, for example, temperature or density. Expandi
the functional using a Taylor series, for the one compon
model, for example,m5(k50

N lkf
k, one gets a set of param

eterslk that form anN dimensional parameter space.N, in
the general case, can be infinity; however, in schematic m
els only a few terms are taken into account. The param
space splits into regions of glassy states and liquid sta
The hypersurface,S, that separates supercooled liquid a
glassy states corresponds to the glass transition in i
MCT. Different types of singularities can be classified asAl ,
l 52, 3,... . Near the simplest singularity,A2 , MCT predicts a
two-step relaxation process consisting of a fastb process
followed by a slowa process.

The long time tail of theb process, to first order, is
characterized by a power law decay,

fq~ t !5 f q
c1usu1/2hqS t

ts
D 2a

, ~2!

wheres is the separation parameter,f q
c is the Debye–Waller

factor, which determines the plateau level,ts5t0usu21/2a is a
rescaling time. The microscopic timet0 is a constant, and the
exponent a,0.5. The separation parameters5(T
2Tc)/Tc . For temperatures above the MCT critical tempe
ture Tc , the decay away from the plateau is another pow
law called the von Schweidler power law,

fq~ t !5 f q
c2usu1/2BS t

ts
D b

, B.0. ~3!

The von Schweidler power law decay is the onset of
a-relaxation, which is usually described by an exponentia
stretched exponential function having decay constant,ta .
The two exponentsa andb are related through the expone
parameterl via

2802 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 6, 8 February 2003
l5G2~12a!/G~122a!5G2~11b!/G~112b!. ~4!
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In frequency domain experiments, in the two-step sche
aboveTc there is a minimum between two power laws in t
dynamic susceptibility spectra.

The power laws given in Eqs.~2! and~3! are the leading
terms of the power law expansions23,24 of the correlation
function describing the fastb process~critical decay!,25

which is the full solution to the kinetic equations arising
MCT. These equations are solved numerically. The pow
law expansions approximate the numerical solutions. M
extended results of ideal MCT, including higher ord
terms,24 have been used to describe experimental data o
larger ranges of time or frequency.2–4,26–29Using the higher
order terms, the behavior between the limiting power la
given in Eqs. ~2! and ~3! can be calculated with 1%
accuracy.24 The extended forms of Eqs.~2! and ~3! are, for
times t0,t<ts ,

fq~ t !5 f q
c1hqusu1/2@~ t/ts!2a2A1~ t/ts!a

1A2~ t/ts!3a2A3~ t/ts!5a1¯#, ~5!

and for ts,t<ta ,

fq~ t !5 f q
c1hqusu1/2@2B~ t/ts!b

1~B1 /B!~ t/ts!2b1¯#. ~6!

Taking the higher order terms in the expansion of the co
lation function into account, theoretical predictions can
compared to experimental data over a wide time windo
The combined Eqs.~5! and~6! do not decay as logt, and the
time derivative of the combined Eqs.~5! and ~6! does not
describe an extended ‘‘intermediate’’ time scale power la
Therefore, the standard MCT description of dynamics o
tained for theA2 singularity cannot explain an OHD-OKE
experimental observation of an intermediate power law.

MCT predicts that near higher order singularity, th
structural relaxation process is governed by a logarithm
decay. The leading order contribution is30,31

fq5 f q
c2B1hq log~ t !, B15A6s. ~7!

It has also been shown that this logarithmic decay can cr
over to the von Schweidler power law decay at long
times.30

The OHD-OKE experiment measures the time derivat
of the polarizability–polarizability correlation function,32

which is equivalent to measuring the time derivative of t
orientational correlation function that can be described
MCT.7–9 Thus, in the time regime of the fast relaxation,
first order the OHD-OKE signal,Sf(t), is proportional to

Sf}
dfq

dt
52ahq~ t/t0!2a21, ~8!

and in the von Schweidler regime to

SvS}
dfq

dt
52bBusu~a1b!/2a~ t/t0!b21. ~9!

The logarithmic term, if any, gives a contribution

df

Cang, Novikov, and Fayer
Slog}
q

dt
52B1hqt21. ~10!
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows a typical data set taken on BZP at 260
The data are displayed on a log plot because of the la
ranges of amplitude and time spanned, that is, over 4 dec
of amplitude and almost 5 decades of time, from 600 fs to
ns. Although the decay functions change with temperat
and from sample to sample, some common features are
and can be seen in Fig. 1. The initial decay~,300 fs, not
shown! is a combination of electronic and nucle
contributions.33,34 Because of the short pulses~,70 fs! used
for the earliest portion of the data, the electronic part of
OHD-OKE signal does not contribute to the signal fort
.300 fs. In previous measurements at short times,3 polariza-
tion selective TG-OKE experiments,20 which eliminate the
electronic contribution to the signal, were used to meas
the decays fort,300 fs. These measurements confirm th
the OHD-OKE data are free of an electronic contribution
t.300 fs. Low frequency internal molecular vibrations e
cited by stimulated Raman scattering are seen as oscilla
in the signal up to;2 ps. Because of the log time axis, th
oscillations appear more closely spaced as the time
longer. The structure of the signal in this time regime
complex. In addition to the oscillations, the signal deca
over this period. Because of the oscillations, the data ana
presented below will considert*2 ps.

Once the oscillations are damped, the subsequent d
of the signal can be subdivided into different sections. On
longest time scale~*1 ns!, thea-relaxation occurs. The de
cay is well modeled as exponential with decay times,ta ,
increasing with decreasing temperature. On the log p
shown in Fig. 1, the exponential decay appears as the s
descent following the more gradual decay at shorter tim
Just prior to the onset of the exponentiala-relaxation is the
von Schweidler power law@Eqs. ~9! and ~3!#, characterized
by the exponent,b. At the shortest times, partially masked b
the oscillations, is another power law, the critical decay

FIG. 1. OHD-OKE data for the supercooled liquid benzophenone at 26
At the shortest times,t,2 ps, oscillations originating from intramolecula
vibrations strongly influence the signal.~The oscillations have an odd ap
pearance because they are displayed on a log plot.! The longest time scale
portion of the data (t.;1 ns) is the exponentiala-relaxation, which is
immediately preceded by the von Schweidler power law. As discusse
detail below, from;2 ps to the von Schweidler decay, an ‘‘intermediat
power law makes a major contribution to the signal.

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 6, 8 February 2003
the fastb process@Eqs. ~8! and ~2!#, characterized by the
exponent,a. MCT states that the slope of the OHD-OKE
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data is 212a with a.0; the slope becomes steeper
shorter times.

Between the fastb process and the von Schweidle
power law is a region that has generally been describe
terms of Eqs.~5! and~6!. All of the data sets have the sam
general form, but major features~power law exponents, fina
exponential decays! occur on different time scales dependin
on the temperature and sample. However, instead of
OHD-OKE curve between the fastb process and the von
Schweidler power law having a form that is obtained fro
the time derivative of Eqs.~5! and ~6!, the detailed analysis
given below demonstrates that the data in this time rang
all five liquids is an ‘‘intermediate’’ power law with tempera
ture independent exponent. Such an intermediate power
is more consistent with Eq.~10! @the time derivative of Eq.
~7!#.35 Initial reports of the intermediate power law inco
rectly described it as having a temperature depend
exponent.2–4

Figure 2 displays temperature dependent data for the
uids BPM@Tg'239 K ~Ref. 36!# and BZP@Tg'212 K ~Ref.
37!#. The data are shown for various temperatures from;Tc

to well aboveTc . All curves are normalized att50. The
determination ofTc will be discussed below. Analogous da
for the other three liquids, salol, OTP, and DBP, have be
reported previously2–4 and are reanalyzed here. Also show
in Fig. 2 are dashed lines that serve as an aid to the eye.
lines are drawn with the slopes of the intermediate pow
laws determined using the procedure discussed below. M
detailed views of the power law portions of the decays
also presented below.

The data shown in Fig. 2 and the analogous data

.

in

FIG. 2. The OHD-OKE signal in BPM and BZP is plotted vs time on the l
plot for various temperatures. The temperature of each curve is, from
bottom, BPM: 283, 287, 291, 295, 299, 311, 323, 331, 343, 351, and 35
BZP: 251, 254, 260, 269, 281, 290, 302, 311, and 320 K. The dashed
are aides to the eye showing the slopes of the intermediate power laws
intermediate power laws are displayed more prominently in Figs. 5 and

2803Orientational correlation in supercooled liquids
salol, OTP, and DBP were fit fort*2 ps using a mode cou-
pling like asymptotic expression, but including a term that
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corresponds to the intermediate power law decay. The fit
function,F(t), has the form,

F~ t !5@pt211c1dtb21#exp~2t/ta!. ~11!

The first term withc!1 corresponds to the intermedia
power law; the second term is von Schweidler power la
the exponential function describes the finala-relaxation de-
cay. The product of the von Schweidler power law and
exponential have been previously shown to describe
longer time portion of the OHD-OKE data for several sup
cooled liquids extremely well.2–4 Frequently, the long time
portion of the correlation function is described as a stretc
exponential. The time derivative yields a product of a pow
law times a stretched exponential. Using a stretched ex
nential adds another power law and more parameters in
fit. We found that employing the time derivative of
stretched exponential did not improve the fit. Furthermo
the form used to fit the long time scalea-relaxation, so long
as it is a good fit, does not influence the fit of the interme
ate power law at much shorter times.

The OHD-OKE experiment is related to the susceptib
ity spectrum by the Fourier transform as32

S~ t !52F21$Im@D~v!#%,

where S(t) is the OHD-OKE signal; Im@D(v)# is directly
comparable with dynamic light scattering experiments. T
t211c decay in time domain corresponds to the near cons
loss~NCL! spectrum in the susceptibility and 1/f noise in the
power spectral density. Consequently, NCL is exactly
equivalent of the intermediate power law in frequency d
main. The termtb21 exp(2t/ta) in Eq. ~11! in the frequency
domain corresponds to imaginary part of the Cole–David
function 1/(12 ivt)b,38 which is often used to describe th
a-relaxation peak.

To obtain the best fit, the two power law exponents a
the exponential time constant are determined by globally
ting all temperature curves fort>2 ps. The exponential de
cay constant is essentially independent of the other par
eters and easily determined. When each curve was
individually, the results were basically the same. In parti
lar, the intermediate power law exponents have the sa
values within experimental error, and they are tempera
independent. The global fit is useful at the higher tempe
tures at which the von Schweidler power law spans onl
short range, and its exponent is difficult to determine. In F
3 the fits for some selected temperatures are shown for
and BPM. The data for the other three liquids are fit equa
well. As one can see from Fig. 3, Eq.~11! does a very good
job in fitting the decay curves at various temperatures from
ps to the end of the data~many ns!. There is no systematic
deviation between the data and the fits asTc is approached or
for temperatures belowTc , which indicates that the form o
the curves is the same above and belowTc . The power law
exponents and their amplitudes are very robust in these

The analysis of the fitting parameters for th
a-relaxation and the von Schweidler term were perform

2804 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 6, 8 February 2003
within the standard MCT approach. According to MCT, the
a-relaxation time scales with temperature as
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21/g}~T2Tc!, ~12!

whereg5(a1b)/2ab. MCT also predicts6 that the ampli-
tude, d, of von Schweidler term scales with temperatu
aboveTc as

d1/d}~T2Tc!, ~13!

whered5(a1b)/2a. The exponenta of the critical decay
was obtained from Eq.~4! using the von Schweidler expo
nentb found from the fits. The respective rectification plo
for BZP and BPM are presented in Fig. 4. Within the acc

FIG. 3. BZP and BPM data and fits to Eq.~11! for some representative
temperatures from 2 ps to the ends of the data. Equation~11! fits the data
well over the full ranges of time and temperature.

FIG. 4. The rectification diagrams for BZP and BPM. Left axis: t
a-relaxation timeta is plotted asta

21/g @g5(a1b)/2ab# vs temperature
~circles!. Right axis: the amplitude of the von Schweidler power lawd is
plotted asd1/d (d5(a1b)/2a) vs temperature~triangles!. b is the von Sch-
weidler power law exponent, and the relationship betweena andb is given
in Eq. ~4!. Within experimental error, both MCT scaling laws@Eqs.~12! and

Cang, Novikov, and Fayer
~13!# are obeyed and yield the same MCT critical temperature,Tc5250 K
for BZP and 290 K for BPM.
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TABLE I. The values of the exponents and critical temperatures.

b c g d Tc

BZP 0.8560.03 0.1360.03 1.92 1.63 25064
BPM 0.860.03 0.160.03 2.01 1.61 29064
Salol 0.8460.03 060.03 1.94 1.64 26064
OTP 0.7360.03 0.1560.03 2.11 1.54 29064
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DBP 0.8560.03 0.2160.03 1.93 1.64 23464
racy of the fits, both scaling laws, Eqs.~12! and ~13!, are
confirmed, and for each liquid the two scaling laws yield t
same critical temperatureTc . Tc was determined for the
other three liquids in an analogous manner. Thus, the l
time behavior of the relaxation is in agreement with the p
dictions of standard MCT. The values ofTc , b, g, andd are
given in Table I.

Figure 5 displays log plots of the intermediate power l
portions of the data for the five liquids with the contributio
from the von Schweidler term and thea-relaxation removed.
The data are straight lines over 3–4 decades of time.
each liquid at all temperatures, temperature independen
termediate time scale power law decays are seen. Figu
clearly displays the nature of the intermediate power l
portion of the decays. The intermediate power law expon
in the OHD-OKE experiment is211c @see Eq.~11!#. The
values ofc for each liquid are given in Table I. The interme
diate power law exponents are temperature independent.
is demonstrated for BPM in Fig. 6. Within experimental e
ror, the slopes of the lines are independent of temperat
This is true of the other liquids as well. In the initial obse
vations of the intermediate power law,2,3 it was reported that
the power law exponents were temperature dependent. In
analysis employed initially, the contributions from th
a-relaxation and the von Schweidler power law were n
removed. Thea-relaxation decay constant,ta , is highly
temperature dependent, and the amplitude of the
Schweidler power law is also temperature dependent.

FIG. 5. Log plots of the intermediate power law portions of the data for
five liquids, DBP, BPM, BZP, OTP, and Salol at temperatures nearTc with
the contributions from the von Schweidler term and thea-relaxation re-
moved. The data are straight lines~power laws! over 3–4 decades of time
from 2 ps to;1 to ;10 ns. The values of the power law exponents a
are given in Table I. The curves have been displace
is for clarity of presentation.
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though the intermediate power law dominates the sho
time portion of the decay, the extent to which the tempe
ture dependence of the longer time portions of the de
could influence the apparent slope of the intermediate po
law at the higher temperatures was not appreciated. The
viously reported intermediate power law exponents were
proximately correct only at the lowest temperatures wh
the separation of time scales was very large.

The temperature dependence of the amplitudep of the
intermediate power law term is shown in Fig. 7 in terms
the reduced temperature (T2Tc)/Tc for 4 of the 5 liquids.
~The normalization data necessary to obtain the tempera
dependence ofp was not taken for DBP.! The plot showsp2

as a function of (T2Tc)/Tc . The line through the data is
fit to the points. The inset shows the points plotted asp
versus (T2Tc)/Tc . The solid line is a fit withp}@(T
2Tc)/Tc#

1/2. Figure 7 clearly demonstrates that the intens
of the intermediate power law is a square root function
(T2Tc)/Tc in accordance with Eqs.~10! and~7!. Therefore,
the orientational correlation function decays with time a
temperature dependencies that are consistent with the M
endpoint case, that is, a high order (n>3) singularity.

At high temperatures, the experimental curves can be
reasonably well by the standard MCT two-step description
supercooled liquid dynamics (A2 singularity! because the
‘‘slow’’ structural relaxation~a-relaxation! becomes so rapid
that the intermediate power law region occurs over only
short interval. However, at lower temperatures, asTc is ap-
proached, the time interval over which the intermedia
power law dominates becomes so large~2 or more decades!
that the experimental curves cannot be fit well with stand

e

FIG. 6. Log plots of the intermediate power law portions of the BPM d
for the five temperatures with the contributions from the von Schweid
term and thea-relaxation removed. The data demonstrate that the expo
dof the intermediate power law is temperature independent. The curves have
been displaced along the vertical axis for clarity of presentation.
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MCT equations even when they are not limited to the fi
order terms, but rather, Eqs.~5! and ~6! are used.23–25

When the intermediate power law term is taken into
count, the fits result in larger values of the von Schweid
exponentb. Inclusion of the intermediate power law explain
the differences between the values ofb obtained here and
those obtained previously from the salol and OTP susce
bility spectra in the frequency domain6 and OHD-OKE ex-
periments in the time domain.3,27 Although the intermediate
power law term is not needed to obtain a good fit of t
OHD-OKE signal at highT with standard MCT, it is needed
even at high temperatures in order to keep the von S
weidler exponentb constant at all temperatures down toTc .

The intermediate power law region is not consistent w
the standard presentations of MCT (A2 singularity!. The ex-
ponent parameterc that describes the deviation of the inte
mediate power law term from the pure logarithmic behav
of the correlation functionf (t), is small for all five liquids
investigated~see Table I!. In salol,c50, which corresponds
to the logt term in f (t) and in the other four liquids,c ranges
between 0.1 and 0.2. In this case, the respective term inf (t)
is not exactly logt, but instead it is a power law with a sma
exponentc, f (t)}tc. tc is barely distinguishable from logt,
particularly over a limited time range.

As has been shown previously,39 in time domain data the
interval over which the asymptotic power law predictions
MCT can be clearly observed is broader than in freque
domain data. This may explain why in susceptibility spec
the near constant loss contribution is not as readily obse
nearTc as is the intermediate power law in OHD-OKE d
cays. Near constant loss spectra, which resemble logarith
decays of the correlation function, were seen recently in c
ductivity spectra of ionic glasses,40 in dielectric spectra of
low molecular weight molecular glasses,41,42 and in the light
scattering spectra of polyisobutylene, poly~methyl methacry-
late!, and glycerol glasses in the gigahertz frequen
range.43,44The reason for the NCL spectrum in glasses is

FIG. 7. The amplitudesp of the intermediate power laws of four liquids ar
plotted asp2 vs (T2Tc)/Tc . The vertical scales are normalized so all plo
overlap. The points fall on a line. Inset:p plotted vs (T2Tc)/Tc . The curve
through the data is a fit to@(T2Tc)/Tc#

1/2. The plots demonstrate thatp
scales as@(T2Tc)/Tc#

1/2 as predicted by Eqs.~7! and ~10!.
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clear, although it is believed that it is unique feature o
glasses. Our analysis shows that something akin to the NC
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spectrum of glasses exists in the supercooled liquid stat
and aboveTc .

The observation of the; log t region in the decay of the
correlation function in the five molecular liquids studied su
gests that a log decay may be a universal feature, at lea
molecular liquids. However, the current MCT endpoint
higher order singularity case13,30,31does not seem capable o
explaining the universality of a logt term in f (t). Quite the
contrary, it is believed that the endpoint case should oc
only in very rare situations for systems like colloids th
have very specific interparticle interaction potentials. T
rarity of the endpoint case comes about because the tra
tory of the system in the parameter space of the mode c
pling functional normally intersects the boundary of the gla
transition hypersurface~endpoint of the glass transition lin
in the schematic 2 parameter model31! with a probability
close to zero.

While explanations for; log t decay of the correlation
much may be found outside of the context of the MCT,
explain the apparent universality of the logt portion of the
correlation function in terms of the MCT endpoint schem
we note that in molecular systems, contrary to the schem
models, the phase space of the mode coupling paramete
essentially infinite dimensional because the intermolecu
potentials are very complicated. In such a space, one wo
expect the glass transition hypersurface to have a com
form and complicated, nearly chaotic, boundaries. Theref
it may be reasonable to assume that any actual trajector
the system in this space will come into the vicinity of
boundary. It is not necessary for the system to cross
boundary for deviations from the standard two-step rel
ation dynamics to occur. If the system is in the vicinity of
higher order singularity, the relaxation behavior will b
changed. The proximity of a system to a higher order sin
larity may explain the differences in the values of the int
mediate power law exponents found for the five supercoo
liquids. The closer a system’s trajectory approaches a hig
order singularity, the smaller the exponentc will be in Eq.
~11!.

It is interesting to note that temperature independent
termediate power laws are also observed in OHD-OKE d
from the isotropic phase of liquid crystals near the nema
isotropic phase transition temperature.45–47The intermediate
power law exponents are smaller in liquid crystal samples~c
is larger! than in the supercooled liquids, and the expone
depend on the aspect ratios of the nematogens.45–47 If the
liquid crystal power law exponent is extrapolated to an
pect ratio of 2.5, the aspect ratio below which a nema
phase no longer exists, the exponent is within the range
served for supercooled liquids. It is possible that the diff
ences in the power law exponents observed in superco
liquids are a result of structural differences in the molecul
A detailed comparison of dynamics in supercooled liqu
and liquid crystals will be presented.48

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Analysis of the OHD-OKE experiments on BZP, BPM

Cang, Novikov, and Fayer
f
L
salol, OTP, and DBP atT>Tc and above demonstrates that
there is a logarithmic decay or power law decay with a small
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exponent (c,0.2) of the orientational correlation function i
these supercooled liquids. The OHD-OKE experiments m
sure the time derivative of the polarizability–polarizabili
correlation function~orientational correlation function!. In
the OHD-OKE data, the logarithmic or near logarithmic d
cay of the correlation function appears as the ‘‘intermedia
power law with exponent;21. The intermediate power law
can be observed over a time interval spanning 3–4 dec
at T;Tc ~see Fig. 5!. The intermediate power law observe
in the five liquids is not consistent with the standard form
mode coupling theory although other features of the data
in agreement with MCT predictions.

A logarithmic decay of the correlation function can b
obtained from the endpoint case (An , n>3 singularity! of
the MCT. One possible explanation for the intermedi
power law is that the MCT higher order singularities are
common feature of relaxation in low molecular weight gla
forming liquids rather than being an improbable occurren
The MCT endpoint case predicts that the OHD-OKE dec
will be a power law with exponent21 or close to21. It also
predicts that the amplitude of the intermediate power l
will scale with temperature as@(T2Tc)/Tc#

1/2. Both the
power law with exponent;21 and the temperature scalin
are observed experimentally~see Figs. 5–7!. As it stands
now, the MCT endpoint case needs to be investigated
generalized possibly in the manner discussed qualitativ
above. At this time, it is not clear that MCT can account
the observations and other directions of may be requi
Gaining an understanding of the intermediate power law m
be a key that will unlock a comprehensive description
supercooled liquids and the glass transition.
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